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Jinjo Crew debuts at
Qintai Theater
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Cherry blossom festival in
Hanyang District
By Xiang Qingshun

By Sunny Nie

Graffiti on display

Jinjo Crew onstage

Jinjo Crew, a worldrenowned dance group from
the Republic of Korea, put on
eight exciting dances during its
debut at the Qintai Theater on
April 6. It was the highlight of
the cultural performances that
night which were held to
commemorate the 100th
anniversary of the provisional
government of the Republic of
Korea.
Founded in 2001, Jinjo
Crew is the first dance group
in the world that has won the
Grand Slam in five street
dancing competitions. It is
famous for its creativity and

professionalism. In the 45minute performance on April 6,
12 members of Jinjo Crew
brought series of breath-taking
performances, such as
breakdancing, beatbox and
freestyle. Audiences were
impressed by their showy
movements and responded with
overwhelming applause. The
dancers also invited a local boy
onto the stage to dance with
them, which led the
atmosphere to a new high.
In addition, "Cookin'
Nanta," the ever first nonverbal performance from the
Republic of Korea, played a
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comedy against the background
of a kitchen. With rhythmic
music, eye-catching acrobatic
performances, and exaggerated
acts, they demonstrated a
unique kind of Korean culture.
Kim Young Geun, the
Consul General of the
Consulate General of the
Republic of Korea in Wuhan,
said that these activities aim to
promote cultural exchanges
between the two sides. He
hopes that Korean dancers can
join hands with Wuhan dancers
in the future, putting together
new dance performances for
Wuhan audiences.

Bookstores' new charm: food
Bookstores offer only
books? Probably not. It is now
trendy in Wuhan for bookstores
to serve a variety of foods to
attract readers and diners.
Beyond Bookstore boasts
to be the only bookstore
restaurant in Wuhan. General
Manager Chen Fuzhen says
that chef Sunny Lin has many
local fans. Chinese readers are
inclined to order three-cup
chicken, tomato and beef
noodles while foreign readers
prefer burgers.
The Citic Bookstore located
at Jinqiao Aeon Mall offer
another alternative. Each drink
on the menu of its coffee bar
is named after a writer or
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artist. For example, Haruki
Murakami is a toffee nut snowcapped latte, Hugo is a
brownie, and Du Mu is a litchi

rose sparking water.
The Sisyphe Bookstores
around the city have made
standard coffee houses part of
them. The design of the drinks
features parent-child packages,
with nuts, fruits, cereal, and
yogurt.
The new bookstore
Shijianlu, located in Ma'anshan
Forest Park, has joined hands
with the local French brand
Pro anno to produce their
special dessert Pro anno
Hokkaido.
The Zall Bookstore on
Huiji Road, in addition to
providing fruit tea, entices
readers by regularly organizing
baking classes.
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A cherry blossom festival
dedicated to youth took place on
April 6 and 7 at Qintai Square, at
the junction of the Wuhan Yangtze
River Bridge and the Jianghan Bridge.
Artists from Hong Kong and the
Taiwan region were invited to the
festival to create graffiti on large
plastic wraps. When night fell, the
artistic team transformed the cherry
trees into a huge magic screen,
presenting a dynamic visual feast for
visitors by applying projection
mapping techniques on graffiti. Folk
music bands, African drums, rap, DJ
and other art forms were also
performed at the festival.
The festival also featured a
cultural creation fair and interactive
games.

International music institutes
come for exchange
By Mei Dongni

The Wuhan Conservatory of
Music's public activities "Melody of
Yangtze River: 2019 World Famous
Music Institution Exchange
Performance Season" launched on
April 10. The performance season is
comprised of 22 academic lectures,
workshops and concerts to be
delivered by distinguished music
institutions. All these activities are
free to the public.
Music institutes to participate the
performance season include the
Cleveland Institute of Music, Cleveland
Orchestra, Musicians' Federation of
India, Central Conservatory of Music,
Shanghai Conservatory of Music,
China Conservatory of Music, and the
Wuhan Conservatory of Music.
Among the 22 activities that they
will bring are a workshop and a
violin concert (May 3) to be delivered
by Huang Mengla, winner of the
2002 Paganini International Violin
Competition. The performance season
will conclude on May 19 with
Bollywood dance performances from
the Musicians' Federation of India.

